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1.1 Objective and Procedures 
The main goal ~f this thesis is to analyze optimal control of 
a simple position control system by means of a first order system 
model and linear-quadratic state regulator theory. The technique 
used is that of selecting a single, forward system time . constant for 
.. 
an (n-1)-order model of an n-order system which allows the use of 
optimal tech~iques without becoming involved in the complexities of 
solving ' the Hamilton-Jacobi equation or the Matrix Ricatti equation. 
t . 
In this modeling approach, the physical interpretation · of the 
performance index in terms of the desired first-order syst~ forwa~d 
time constant is used in conjunction 'with the Kalman equation to 
ob~ain ~he op~ima1 con~roi feedback coeificien~s ana ~he closed loop II 
gain. 
The parameters selected for the position ·control system to be 
analyzed are based on the MSlSO Modular Servo System which is a 
. . 
universal teaching aid and demonstration model for automatic control 
and feedback systems. The MSlSO is described in detail in references 
[1] and [2] and is manufactured by FEEDBACK LTn.·of England. 
To attain the stated objective, it will first be necessary to 
evaluate the DC-motor characteristics of the power drive unit. After 
a discussion of the sys~em in terms of DC-motor analysis, second-
order differential equations and state equations in sections 2 and 3, 
II 
modern control theory is discussed in section 4 as a background to . . 
the establishment of a model of the system. The optimal feedback 
coefficients are then .determined. by an application of the Kalman 
equation. 
The time. response of the model syst~m is determined by 
classical methods, and the IBM 360 Continuous Sys tem t-1odeling 
Program , (360/CSMP) for several values of the control weighting 
-2 factor , .P • 
1.2 Computer Programs 
2 
In reference [3], J. L~ Melsa has compiled a gr oup of computer 
pr~grams which may be used f.or analysis and design of linea·.L~ control 
svstP~~ renresenteri in sta t e var iabJe f orm as 
J • 
• 
X(t) = AX(t) + bU(t) - - -
U(t) = K[e.(t)- KTX(t)] 
1. --




The state variable programs inciuded in reference [3] can be 
summarized as followss 
BASMAT - Basic matrix computation of determinant, inverse, 
characteristic equation, eigenvalues and state 
trans ition matrix. 
RTESP - Rational time response of the linear feedback control 
syst em described above. 
GTRESP - Graphical t~e response display for a~ arbitrary input. 





STVARFD - State variable feedback program may be used to find both 
open and .closed loop' system transfer functions. 
FRESP 
RTLOC 
- Frequency response of a rational transfer function over 
a specified range of frequencies. Both Bode and Nyquist 
plots are available. 
- Root locus plots. - .. -
PRFEXP - Partial fraction expansion of rational transfer functions. 
These programs were used throughout the background work of 
this thesis in addition to the IB~ 360 Continuous System Modeling 
Program, (360/CSMP) which is detailed in reference [4]e Selected 




2. SYSTEM DESCRI~TION AND ANALYSIS 
2.1 Rationale of Section 2 
The HSlSO Modular Servo System is defined for purposes of this 
thesis as a simple position control with a small field-cot'!trolled DC 
motor as the plant driving force. The purpose of this section is to 
dev~lop the system describing differential equ~tions, transfer function 
and closed loop parameters based on r~sistance and inductance values 
of the t-1Sl50 DC-motor field and armature as measured in the laboratory. 
The development begins in section 2.2 with fundamental defini-
tions and proceeds to the normal form second-order system transfer 
function. In section 2.3, the method used to approximate a linear 
motor is discussed. The e~feet of velocity· feedback on_ the system 
II i1 
gain and transfer funct ion is discussed in section 2.4. 
2.2 System Dynamics 
· In a ~imple position control system, an error signal is used 
to -energize the field of a DC-motor with- constant armature excitation. 
TI1e motor shaft torque is controlled by the voltage applied to the 
field terminals as .the output controlled vai:'iable ·is m.oved to the 
desired position. The analysis then involves the elec:t:rical transients 
in the field circuit and the dynamics of the mechanica]. load • . The 
following discussion draws extensively from references [1], [s], and 
[6]. All symbols used are listed and defined on pages vii through ix. 














Cb J.S\11 +15v . 
Figure 2-:-.1 Field ·Controlled ·DC-Motor Positionin g_ System 
6 
With torque as the link between the electrical and mechanical 
portions, the following equations can be written whe1~ a compatible 
system of units (MKS) is assumed. The electrical mot~ torque is 
proportional to the field current, 
-- -
(2-1) 
where the electrical torque and field current are·expressed as 
frequency domain variables. 
The field current can be found in terms of the field control 
voltage by applicatio~ of Kirchoff's Voltage Law as, 
·where s represents differentiation with respect to time. Substitution 
into equation 2-1 gives, 
(?~~ ' , __ ,
The electrical motor torque (T ) is used to acce lerate the e 
total inertia (J) of the motor armature and. load and in overcoming 
the viscous frictim1 torque (D). This relation is expressed in the 
frequency domain as, 
T (s) = l' (s) e m (2-4) 
. where, 
2 
Tm(s) = (Js + Ds~em 
With the above expressions combined, the torque and field 
. 
current are eliminated from the expression and the sy t:em dif ferenti a.l 
equation is, 




Algebraic manipulation and defini~g~ 
and,. 
t = J/D 
JB 
allows the wTiting of equation (2-5) as, 
2 . 




To simplify the subsequent development, it is worthwhile to 
consider the time constants defined in equations (2-6) and (2-7). . . 
Manufacturer~s data given in reference [1] and supplementary data 
( ' 
measured in the laboratory are summarized .in Table 2-1. From the 
data in Table 2-1, the rated torque of the motor is, 
Torque = HP(746 watts/HP)/Rated' Speed(radians /second) ·.(2-9) 
Torque = (I/5o)(746 )/6L8 
Torque -5 = 2375.8 x 10 newton-meters. 
If a viscous load is assumed, it will have a torque curve 
which passes through the origin and the rated torque of the motor. 
TI1en the viscous damping constant (D) at the rated torque is, 
7 
D ~ Rated Torque/Rated Speed 
D = 2~75.8 X 16~5/628 
(2-10) 
. . 
D a 3. 7R x ·1o-:5 (ne"\-Tton.:..meter-secottd/radian). 
The manufacturer's data states the motor inertia is about 3.1 x 10-5 
Kg-m2 (see Table 2-1). With the load inertia equal to tne motor 
inertia, the inertial time constant is, 







t = -(6.2 X 10 )/(3.78 X 10 ) 
m . • 
t = 1.64 seconds. m 
· · Table 2-1 
MSlSO DC MOTOR DATA 
MANUFACTURERS DATA: 
Name: FRACMO 
Mfg. Fractional HP Motors Lmtd., Enfield, England 
Volts : 24DC 
Amps: 1·CI5 A 
RPM: 6000 { ' 
HP: 1/50 
Inertia: 3.1 -5 x 10 Kg-m/amp 








Res i stance, D.c. 
Inductance 
Also from Table 2- 1, the motor field time eonstant ' is, 
tf • 0.02483/4.4 














the motor field electrical time ~~stant, tf, is about three orders 
of magnitude smaller than the inertial. _t ime constant, t: • That is, m 
tf <<< tm 
0.00564 <<< 1.64 (2-13) ... 
In other wordsp the effect of the motor field time constant is 
negligible in comparison to the relatively sluggish mechanical time 
constant. Therefore, to simplify subsequent system considerations, 
tf may be neglected ~rithout serious error and equation (2-2.) becomes, 
(2-14) 
To further simplify equation (2-8), it is convenient to define a 
speed constant, K as, 
s 
K = K /DR s t f (2·-15) 
at DC. Substitution of these results in equation (2-8) gives, 
2 K Ef(s) z (t s + s)e 
s m m (2-16) 
In a closed loop system, the error signal i s used to operate 
the fortvard path as shown in Figure 2-le From the figure, it i.s 
possible to define the reference input, Ei = Keei, the· controlled· 
output, E =· k1K Q and the resulting error as, o e o 
Ee = Ke(ei· - ~leo) (2-17) 
where K is the conversion factor to change radians to volts. For e 




= 1;0. Therefore, 
~here one radian of error gives Ke volts and, since e
0 
• 9m/N, 
equation (2-16) is, 
L 
II 
K [K (ei - e )/N] = (t s 2 ; s)e s e· o m o . . 
By defining a velocity error constant K = (K K /N), we have, 
v s e 
K (G. ·- e ) = t · s 2 + s )e . 
v1.· o m · o 
or, 





One further rearrangement of equation (2-20) expresses the system 
transfer function as, 
9 /9. = K /(t s 2 + s + K ) (2-22) o 1 v m v 
Equation (2-22) is a second order differential e~uation. If 
this equation is compared to the normalized form of a second order 
equat ion, 
Y/X = W 2t[s2 + (2ZW )s + W 2] 
n n ·n (2-23) 
li it can be seen 1;hat: the oararneter W r tne undamoect natural frequency~ 11 
- n 
and Z, the damping factor are ·given by 
and, 
w = If{ /t n "'1-·v m 
z =.! 1/2-.j~ vm 
(2-24) 
(2-25) . 
Some discussion of K is called for before proceeding to other v 
considerations. It is referred to as the velocity error constant 
and gives the output shaft speed per unlt error., Thi-s factor de-
t ermines the steady state following accuracy and the magnitude of the 
peak in the open loop frequency response. Increasing reduces the 
v 
s teady state following error, but increases the tendeney to oscillate. 
Altering any of the factors that make up K will modify K • It is 
. v v 
not necessary to know the individual factors since K can be determined v 
II 
11 
directly. It can be measured by,, 
lv opening the position feedback loop, 
2$ setting the controller gain to zero, 
3~ zeroing the preamplifier so that no rotation occurs, 
4 setting in an error at the input so that the motor will 
rotate,· 
5 . advancing the controller gain to 50 percent o£ full-scale, 
6. adjusting the input error until ~he output rotates at one 
revolution per second as determined by a strobe light. 
The input error required to cause the one revolution per ·second rotation 
will be in the range of 10 to 20 degrees~ Hence, when the controller 
gain ·setting is maximum, K (max) is, 
v 
.... , _ - ' 
"-... ,. ,1.uaA J .. -. . {2-Lo, 
The angle, 9° , with the existing amplification, was found to be about 
r 
17.5 degrees average so that, 
K (max) c 4n/(17~5/57.3) v 
K (max) = 4le2. v 
(2-27) 
The controller gain scale can, therefore, be calibrated directly in 
values of · K • · 
v 
2. 3 MS150 System Time Constant 
· The motor~tachometer unit used in the MSlSO consfists of a 
fractional (one-fiftieth) ·horsepower direct current motQu-with a 30:1 
worm gear and a permanent magnet tachometer as an in~m:ml unit. In 
small machines such as this, the brush friction is the~inant 




characteristics are not viscous and the motor cannot be considered 
linear. The manufacturer of the MS150 has included ccmpensating 
networks and inertia effects in providing what is termed a "defined 
time cons~ant" to approximate a "linear" motor. The effect of brush 
frict ion is characterized as a motor time constant whi.eh. varies in-
versely with the actual motor speed and is simulated in the MS150 by a 
phase advance network in series with a tachometer feedbzck signal. With 
this arrangement, the forward path time constant, t , i reduced to be 
m 
about 0.25 seconds substantially independent of fricti~al effects. 
Therefore, the system time constant~ t = J/D, in equa on (2-11) is 
m 
reduced to be 0.25 seconds by tthe above arrangement. 
· Following procedures outlined in reference [l] • . aection 2.2.1, 
__ .. . .t:----~ ................ " ")C:: 
U...i.a.- .... ~-··\A ......_ &..I~ " • ._ _, _"""',_, __ ._..~.,.., - _._ -- -"" II 
as expected. The method used consists of applying a S1Pare wave input 
to the system and observing the speed respo~se with an oscilloscope. 
The motor speed responds exponentially and the time conttant is es-
timated from the time required to rise to 63 percent df the final va lue • 
. 2 .4 Tachometer Feedback 
As pointecf out before, increa$ing .K reduces the teady state 
v 
following _error, but increases the tendency _to oscilla~. In order to 
.adjust system pa-r:ameters to improve performance, one m.EUhod is to 
introduce a signal from a tachometer in the forward patlt as mentioned 
in section 2.3. Since the signal is proportional to ~ut shaft speed, 
it is termed "velocity feedback" and provides a powerf means of 
s tabilization and improved transient response. 
II 
13 
The schematic block diagr~ for this method is shown in Figure 
2-2 (a ). (The parameters, K = 41.2 and t ~ 0.25 were defined in the v m 
previous sections. ) The velocity feedback signal from the tachometer 
is returned to the input with k2 repr~~enting a potentiome:~r across 
the tachometer output. The po~arity of the returned signal is negative. 
The position feedback control is shown as k
1
, w~ich is across the output 
of an operational amplifier. The output position signal is returned for 
compar ison to the desired input to generate the error E • e 
The effect of tachometer feedback on the forward gain and time . 
constant can be shown by deriving the transfer function of the inner 
loop and single integration shown in Figure 2-2(a ) where ·unity position 
feedback i s assumed, (i.e,,k1 • 1). Since, 
,.. ~ - ' Tr _ _ I - , .._ - I ~ ' • 




(s)/Ee(s) = G(s)/(1 + G(s)H(s )) (2-29) 
Then, 
Q (s)/E ( s ) = K /s[t s + (1 + K k2 )] o e v m v (2-30). 
which may be rearranged algebraically by separating the factors, 
K = K /(1 + K k2) m v · v (2-31) 
and, 
. (2-32) 
Thus, the tachometer feedback has the effect of making the 
inner loop transfer function equivalent to a single t tne constant 
forward path. Both the time constant, t , and the ve10city error 
m 
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( a ) 
(b) 
Fig4re 2-2 Closed Loop Positioning Syst~ 








matter that, . as in the case of the MSlSO, the time constant is not a 
. . 
I 
genuine one but is established by compen~ation as stated in the 
previous section. Substitution of the two factors int o equation (2-30) 
s implifies the inner loop transfer function to, 
Q (s)/E (s) = K /s(ts + 1) 
o e m (2-33) 
The t achomater f eedback coefficient is shown in the denominator of 
.. 
equat ions (2-31) and therefor e tends to r educe forwar d gain and time 
constant as k2 i s increased. The effect of tach~~eter f eedback on . . 
damping factor (Z) can be determined by equating the coefficient of s 
in the normalized equation, (2-23), with the same b0€ff i cient when 
tachometer fe edback is present. That i s , 
(1 + K k2)/ t = 2ZW v m n 
. -~ 
(2-34) 
Thus, t he damping fact or is increased as the tachometer feedback is 
increased . 
The tach~~eter feedback coefficient, k
2 
represents a voltage 
divider acros s t he output of the tachometer. The · writer found in 
laboratory tests that the tachometer gener ator output ~&s about 2.69 
volts per 1000 RPM, measured at the high. spee·d shaft. Therefore, at 
the l ow speed shaft, the output voltage represents,· 
[2.69 volts /3.5 radians/second]= 0.76 volts/radi an/second (2-36) 
This value of k2 is the maximum feedback attainable with the existing 
tachomet er in the MSlSO. 
- 16 
' 3. STATE FUNCTIONS 
3.1 Rationale of Section 3 
In section 3.2, the state ·equations which define the closed-loop 
pos itiontng system shown in Figure_ Z-:-L are deve loped. The ,development 
i s for the second-order system· in terms of the field controlled 
(constant armature curr ent) mode of operation. ·The effec t of gai n and 
feedback on pole position in the complex plane are pointed out. In 
addition, the state equa tions are put into the forms convenient for 
computer programming. 
3.2 Equations of State 
The cl·osed loop positioning sy.stern shown in Figure 2-1 was 
described in Sect ion 2 by equation (2-16), 
--·.- --. , ' ("! ' · L 'r;. 
~ C \~) w \~ ~ T ~)~ sf m m 
Di vision by N allows the equation to be written in terms of 9 , 
0 
K Ef(s)/N = (t s2 + s)e . s m o (3- 1) 
From Figure 2-1, us ing the voltage conversion factor, Ke ' the voltage 
applied to the field may be defined as, 
(3··2) 
Incacporation of equation (3-2), in effect, closes the loop and the 
expression is, 
• 2 
(K K /N) [9i(s) - k1Q (s) - k29 (~)] = (t s + )9 s e o o m o (3-3 ) 
Making use of the definition of K from equation (2-20), we v 
may rewrite equation (3-3) in the time domain as, 
•• 




By definition, the phase variables of the system are, 
(3-5) 
Therefore, equation (3-4) may be written in phase variables, 
(3-6) 
and the state equations describing the system are,· 
(3-7) 
where, 
K = W 2 = K /t • n v m 
In matrix for m, the closed-loop system state equations are expressed as, 
• ~~1 1~ Kkj + [~J X(t) = -(1/t ;. ) X(t) Qi(t) (3-8) m 
Y(.t:) = - o] X(t.),. 11 
~ 
where Y(t) is the state variable representation ·of the output variable, 
9 (t). This expression shows the effect of feedback on the system state 
0 
equations, and consequently, the effect on system perf~mance. 
Specifically, the poles of the closed-loop transf·er fumetion may be 






For convenience of computer programming, equati~ (3-8) may be 
broken down into parts which allow the driving function, U(t), to be 
shown separately as follows, 
X(t) =[: -l:tJ X(t) + [:J U(t) (3-9) 
II 
18 
U(t) = K[ei(t)- k1X1(t)- k2~2 (t)] , 
Y(t) = [ 1 0] X(t) 
This form of the state equation is commonly used to facilitate identifi-
cation of all the system elements involved. 
One method of solution of equation (3-7) is by integration. 
That is, 
X1(t) = f! X2(t) dt 
X2(t) = f~ . [ Kk1Xf(t)- [(1/tm + Kk2] X2(t) + K91(t)] dt (3~10) 
If the initial conditions are taken to be, 
IC1 = X1(o) = 1 
IC2 = X2(0) = 1 
then the reference. input, Gi, is assumed to the zero, or desired 
(3-ll) 
(3-12) 
of reference [4] provides a convenient method of ·obtainlng a graphical 
and digital presentation of -equations (3-7) and (3-10). The 360/CSMP 
output plots and amplitude versus time results are included in 
section 4.5. 
3.3 State Transition Matrix and Time· Performance 
The solution of the first order linear differential equations 
• 
X(t) = ~~(t) + ~~(t) (3-13) 
involves the deter mination of the time response of all the state 
variables. The state transit ion matrix (STM) provides one· vehicle to 
accomplish this task. A knowledge of the STM and the initial state 
of the system allows one to determine the state at any later time. 





~(t) = e (3-14) . 
is used to obtain, 
X(t) = 0(t)X(O) (3-15) 
where X(O) is the initial conditi~s_._ The STI1 is related to a 
generalized impulse response assoeiated with ~he system described by 
the A Matrix. The time response of equation _(3-13) where the initial 
state is given at t = 0 can be obtained by application of the convo-
lution integral, 




However, in the particular application _unde~ discussion, the initial 
displacement error of the system output var i ables is assumed to be one, 
' - ~ 
t hat. is, X(O) :; [ ~1 and the de.sir~d pos-ition is the zero position, 
1
· (Q ) t: owarri whici1 i.iu:: S)'~Ct:iu &.:E:u\l oi tv u..:-.v-2. Th~rcfc=~, !J(t) m:!~" be II .i 
considered to be zero for all t, and, 
t - - -f
0 
~(t - t)! U (t)dt = 0 (3-17) 
Hence , the system time response may be written as, 
X(t) = ¢(t)X(O) (3-18)' 
[~ (t) ~12(tJ [:] X(t) =. . 11 9}2l(t) ¢22(t)_ (3-19) 
[(!ll(t) + ~12(t;] X(t) = 
- . 9t2l(t) + ¢22(t) 
(3-20) 
In other words, the expression for the position, X
1
(t) and velocity, 





where 011(t), ~12 Ct), ~21 Ct) and ~22 (t) are the elements of the state 
transition matrix (STM). The STM for each of the conditions which will 




the IBN 370. The complete printed computer csutput is included in 
Appendix 1. The computer input data in each ·case is the elements of 








. ~(1/t ) - Kk 
m 2 -
fran equation (3-8) with the appropriate 
( ' 
values of the feedback 
(3-23) 
coef~icients, k1 and k2 while the -gain factor , K 
2 164. 8 and i~ = 0.25 
second. 
Time response solution by means of the STM is included to 
complete the discussion of problem solution by st~te variables, 
However, in simple systems such as the one·described here, direct 
analys is by classical methods are adequate . The STM was simplified 
here by judicious definiti ons which caused the convolution integral 




4. MODERN CONTROL THEORY 
4.1 Rationale of Section 4 
In this section the concepts of modern control theory 
involving the state function equatimfs and the quadratic per-
formance index are discussed in section 4.2.to set the background 
for a di scussion of the basis for system modeling via performance 
indices in sections 4.3 and 4.4. In section 4o4, the desired 
positioning system is modeled by application of techniques in-
volving the Kalman equation. This appr oach take~ .advantage of 
optimal concepts in a greatly simplified manner. Data and results 
relative to this mode l are presented in Table 4-1, and Figur~ 4-2$ 
Comparable results obtained by the relatively simple 360/CSMP . 
$imulation are then presented in Figure 4-3 through 4-6. Closing 
remarks and conelusi.ons are presented in section 4.6~ 
4.2 Optimal Control 
In the general optimal control probl~~$ t~e plant to be 
controlled is assumed to be described by a set of differential 
equations of the form, 
The performance of the system is judged on the . basis of an 
integral performance index of the form, 








The time interval of interest is designated to be from the 
initial time, ti, to the final time, tf, of the.control period. 
The integrand of the performance index, L(X, u, t), is assumed 
to be a positive definite function- of X, u, and t, where X is 
an n-dimensional state vector and U is an m~dimensional control 
vectore S[X(tf)' tf] is the final cost function. It is desired 
to find the opti.mal control U0 (X) that minimizes the performance 
index PI, or preferably to find the optimal control la~. The 
optimal control l aw enables the generation of U(~~t) from X(t) 
in the true feedback sense. The references for the above dis-
cussion are [7] and [8]. .--. 
4.3 Modeling and Performance Indices 
A basic problem in designing a system by methods/ of optimal 
control theory is the selection of the performance index. One 
choice is to use a quadratic performance index. The selection 
then is of the I?ositive definite matrix P and po_sitive semi-
definite matrix Q in, 
PIc~~ (XTQ X+ UTP U)dt 
. 0--- ---
(4-3 ) 
For the scalar input case equation (4-3) becomes, . 
(4-4) 
Minimiz-ation of the initial performance index, equation 




PI a f1<yTX)2 ·+ pu2]dt 
0 
(4-5) 
Since t~ere are on~y n unknown elements in y, of the n(n+l)/2 
element.s in Q, only n combinations- are critical in deterriilning 
the optimal system. Now y may be chosen directly, rather than 
selecting Q. The reduced performance index has a very important 
feature related to system modeling. 
If the term p in equation (4-5) is ·allowed to vanish, 
(iee~, p = 0), the performance index of equation (4-5) has an 
absolute minimum value of zero, if and only if, 
for all 0 < t < ooo 
~ 
• • y X (t) 'l!r 0 n n 
With the syst~~ expressed in phase variables, so that 
x
1
(t) ~ d1- 1x
1
(t)/dti-l 











(t)/dt + ••• ~ yndn-1x
1
(t)/dtn-l= o (4-8) 
Since the system here is represented in phase variable~ and actual 
system parameters are not involved, equation (4-8) may then be 
written, 
• 0 
where Y(t) represents the output variable, 9 (t). 
0 
Equatian (4-9) represents an (n-1) order differential equation 




achieve an absolute minimum ef zero •• A time response which satisfies 
this equation is the ideal on model· time .response. In other ~:ords, 
t he describing diff erential equation (4-9) may be referred to as the 
system model. 
Since the model order is (n-1) while the system order is n, Y(t) 
cannot satisfy (4-9) exactly. However, if the performance index is to 
be mi nimized with p = 0, Y(t) must approximate the model r esponse as 
closely as poss i ble. 
The mode l t ime response is determined by the selection of the 
elements of yQ Therefore , y should be chose~ s o that the model time 
response meets such specifications as rise time, overshoot, damping 
ratio~ M- peak and ·phase mar gin • 
. p, of equation (4 - 5), i s l ess than 0.1, the optimal response approxi-
mates the model time response specified by y~ If p is greater than 10~ 
. . 
t he response i s approximat e ly equal to the unforced response, X a A X, 
of the forward sys tem alone . This concept will be investigated in 
se_ct i ons 4. 4 and. 4 o 5. 
4 .4 System Nodel and Optimal Control 
Despite the simplicity of the concept presented above, the choice 
of y in most cases still presents a difficult pr oblem. It can be 
shown , [8], that the choice of y, and for that matter, choice of a 
performance index may be side-stepped by specifying -a system model of 
t he form, 
• 
Y(t) + TY(t) D 0 (4-10) 
25 
and by selection of a weighting fa~t~r, p, to be applied to the required 
control.. In other words, for discussion · purposes, the performance 
index is of the form, 
(4-11) 
where , 
from the phase variable definitions given in equation (3- 5). In terms 
of the discussim~ in the last paragraph of the previous section, 
p = ~ and the same effects are observed as p is variedo 
With equation (4-10) as the system model, there are several 
approaches available to determine the required feedback · coeffici~nts • 
. ~· ... 
For example, there is the Hamilt~-Jacobi approach [8] to the basic 
oodma 1 con troJ :orob 1em where the AyAt""' i • "" <Tl he<1 by equa t i"" (" - !.) i' 
and the quadratic performance indexo One technique for solution of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation is the matrix Ricatti method of determining 
the feedback coefficients which minimize the performance index. 
However, the Kalman equation was developed to obtain an exact solution· 
for the feedbac~ coefficient s without the necessity for · s~lving the 
matrix Ricatti equation. There are several useful forms of the Kalman 
equation, but the one l<rhich wi.ll be used .in this thesis is, 
11 + G(s)Heq(s) j2 = 1 + I T'(s)/j; 12 . (4-13) 
Since both sides of equation (4- 13) are complex quantities, the 
notation, lm(s) 12 = m(s)m(-s), can be used to expand the equation 




This technique begins by defining a synthetic transfer function, 
!(s)/p • (1 + Ts) ·G{s)/p (4-14) 
where T is the model time constant and G(s) is the sys tem transfer 
... 
function, 
G(s) = K / s (t s + 1) (4-15) v · m 
where K = 41.2 and t = 0.25o The value of the model time constant, v m 
T, may be selected at the designer's choice. In this case, a value of 
T = 0.1 second will be used and equation (4 -14 ) becomes, 
Jl(s)/p = (1 + O.ls) 41.2/s(0.25s + 1) p 
The right-hand side of equation (4-13) becomes, 
1
' 1 + j<i + 0,1s) 41,2/s (0,25s + 1)i I 2 
I In terms of the nota tion, m(s_) 2 = m(s) m( -s); equation (~-17) 
I 
may be expressed, 
(4-16) 
(4-17) 




-2 4 o.o62Sp s 2 -2 .] [ 4 2] s (p + 16.97) + 1697 I o.625s -s (4-19) 
The roots of the numerator of equation (4-19) are, 
2 [ -2 -. 1-2 2 -2 s + (p .+ 16.97) +\Q(p + 1~. 97 )- 424.2Sp 
-2 In the case where p = 0.1, the roots are, 
J - 2 /O.l25p (4-20) 
s2 = 1365.6 ± 1256 : 2622 or 110 
s ·.· s + 51.2 and ± 10.5 (4-21) 
Therefore, the roots in the left-half of the complex plane , d.esignated 
by [ooe ]+, can be ~xpressed as, 
[1 + f(s)/p]+ = (s. + 10.S)(s + 51.2) 
[1 + I<s)/p]+ = s2 + 61.7s + 537.6 (4-22) 
... 
27 
' The left-~and side of equation (4-13) is formed using the 
equivalent f eedback exp~ession, 
He ( s) = k1 + k2s (4-23) _q . 
H (s) is defined as the equiva1~nt . £eedback of the system. H (s) eq eq 
is an artificial means of dis.playing the effects of state variable 
feedback in the c1osed~loop system. The equivalent feedback is 
obtained by moving k2 forward to sum with k1 • TherefGre, the 
left-hand side of equation (4-13) becomes, · 
1 + GH (s) = eq 1 + [4 i.2/s(0.25s + 1)][k1 + k2s ] 
1 + GH ( s) eq = [ s
2 + 4(1 + 41.2k
2
)s +. 164.8k1]/ ( ~ + 4) (4-24 ) 
. 
By equating ·the · coefficients of s in equations (4-22) and (4-24.), 
the feedback coefficients may be determined_, 
oi .7 a r4 + i6~e8~2 
k2 = 57.7/164.8 = 0. 350 (4-25) 
537 0 6 = 164.8k1 
kl = 537 .6 /164.8 = 3.262 (4-26) 
-2 Similarly, by successively ·letting p = 0.1, 1.0, 10.0 and 100.0, 
Table 4-1 was f~rmed based on the system block diagram shown in 
Figure 4-:-1. 
The time ·performance equat ions obtained by class ical methods 
of differential equations are also tabulated in Table 4-i. The 







Fi g-v.re 4':'1 Position Ccntrol System. illock"'"'Diagram 
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given in equation (4-22) and by wrfting, 




. The initial conditions were chosen to be x 1(o) = 1 and x 2 (o) = 1. 











-2 Performance vs Weighting Factor, p 
k 2 Performance Equations 
0.350 X
1
(t) = 1.28 e-lO.St- OQ28 e-Sl. 2t 
0.126 X
1
(t) = e-12 •4 t (Cos 3$3t + 4.03 Sin 3u3t ) 
0~049 X
1 
( t ) = e-6 • 06 t(Cos 3.9t +1.81 Sin 3.9t) 
100.0 0.099 0.019 X.(t) = e-3•58t(Cos 1.86t + 2.45 Sin J.R6t) . 




Ct) = 1.2s· - 0.2$ e 
Solutions for the other value of p2 were obtained by simi lar means. 
These equations are plotted in Figure 4-2. · 1~e ascending line sho~~ 
in Figure 4~2 is the initial siope of the·curves due to the ini tia l 
conditions. In the limit where p2 = oo, it also represe t s . the unforced 
system response where, 
G( s ) = 41.2/s(0.2Ss + 1) (4-29) 
or, by multiplying through by 4, 
G(s ) = 164.8/s(s + 4) 
The roots of the denominator, (characteristic · equation)~ of the 
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1.25 - 0.25e (4-32) 
-2 
As stated above, the unforced response is equivalent to making p go 
to infinity. Therefore, we see in Figure 4- 2, the effects pf variation 
-2 of the weighting factor, p , from 0.01 to infinity, or, from the model 
to the unforced response of the forward system$ 
4.5 Simulation in 360/CSMP 
Using the form of the state e~uation developed i n equation 
(3-10), the IBM 360 Cm1t inuous System Modeling Program was used on 
{ . 
t he IBM 370 to obtain the output position plot and data shown in 
-2 Figure 4-3 through 4-6, corresponding top = OGl, 1.0, 10e0 1 and 100.0 • 
... 
( The complete prograt1lS and output prints. are included in Appe~dix 1.) 
11 ~igures 4-3 through 4-6 confirm the result~ ohtalned hy classical 
I 
methods shown in Figure 4-2. The point by point data printed in 
Figure 4- 3 through 4-6 are in exact agreement with .data calculated 
over the range plotted in Figure 4-2e The response can be seen to be 
-2 more sluggish as p advances from 0.1 to lOOoO. The 360/CSMP me thod 
offers an extremely simple, convenient and informative tec~~ique for 
evaluating the · time performance of linear control systems when 
descr ibed as in equation (3-lO)o Otherwise, very sophisticated 
techniques involving interfacing of anal og and digital systems have been 
used as in reference [9] to solve complex systems of equations such as 
these . 
• ~ 6 
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One of the problem areas of modern control theory still re-
quiring basic research as reported in reference [10] is the area in-
volving plant model accuracy, performa~ce index definition to · . --
consolidate design and model inaccuracies, and in general, a system-
atic ,approach to optimal system design o The ~pproach used in this 
thesis utilizes a rational method of establishing quadratic cost 
functionals based on specification of a desired syst~~ modelo To be 
specific, a model with a first order system time constant which .gives 
t he desired output variable time response is usedo Onca the cost 
f unctional is .established, a method i s demonstrated whereby feedb.ack 
coefficients for each of the state variables are comput~. based on 
An extension to higher order systems and models mequire 
additional computat ion but not added theory. Thus, the wrinciples 
can be applied to higher order systems since the designe. can choose 
t he model time constant to obtain the desired n-order s}~tem response, 
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APPENDIX 1 












~~COtHINUUUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAI4***• 
***PRO.a .H I I NPUT STATEMENTS•** 
I NIT [AL 
1 c 1 "'.1.4J. 
IC2=L..D: 
DYNAHI.C 
X 1 -= I N"GR L{ I c 1 I X 2 l 
---~ ----. -· 
. X2=Hi1:;RL I 1C2,-537 . 6~Xl-61.7 * X2l 
TI ME R FI N f H~ I., OUT DEL =0.02t PR OEL=0.02 
PRf PLOT X1 
LAilE L F!"GUif£ 4-3 I~ODEL POSITI ON RES PON SE, "P** 2 =0.1 
PRTPLOT X2 
~ --.... ..... _.. - -- -... ~ .·. 
• • • - 1 --.#'-T-:. ": -- .. - . - -- . · -, · - · • • --
,·.; .,i... •• • • - ~ - -:. •• 
LA BEL MO DEl 1/.EL OC 1 TY RESPONSE t ~U2=0.1 
END - -~ -~ - • • : . .. 4 • • - . , .. ,... .... . 
STOP 
. . . ... ···- ·-· . .. --- · --~ - .. .:;._ .. . ::. · . .. · .... -. .. :·:-... · -· -~: : . _. __ ._ 
OUTPUT li AR I ABLE S tOlfil'lCE 
lCl IC2 X1 l.Z0003 X2 
OUlPUT S 
91500 l 
I NPUTS PARAM S INTEGS + HE M BLKS FORTR AN OA{A COS 
13114001 3i t..O d l 2• o= · 2!300I 6!6001 6 
. . , 
• I 
'•I, : .. -
- . · · '' 
..... : -. .. . _; .. ,. . : ·: ···:-:- . 
:-.·· 





FIGUP.E 4-3 MODEL POSITION RESPO~ISE, pu z ... o.t · . PAGE 1 . .. -· 
TI I".E 
o.o 
2.C OOOE -02 
4. 0COOE-0 2 
o. OOOOE-02 
S.O OOO E- 02 
l. OUOO E-01 
1. 2000E -01 
1.4000E-0 1 
1·. 6000E -01 
l. SOOOE-01 
2. 0000E-O l 
2.2000E-0 1 
2. 4000E-C 1 
2.6000 E-Ol 
2. i3000E-01 
3. 0000E-0 1 
3.2000t - 0 1 
3. 4000E-0 1 
3. 60 00E - Ol 
3. SOOOE-O t 
4 . COOOE -01 
t, . 2vVue:-v ~ 
4 • .; oc,v<: -vi. 
4. 6000E-O L 
4.a ooo E-01 
S. OOOOE -01 
5. 2000E -Ol 
s . 4C00 E-v 1 
5.6000E- 0 1 
S .• dOOOE- 01 
6. GOOOE-Ol 
6. 2000E-O l 
6. 40 00E -Ot 
6.6000E -Ol 
6. oOOOE-O l 
7. 0000E - Ol 
7. 2000E -01 
7. <fOCOE -0 1 
1 • • --oo o e-ot 
7. 3 •)00!: - 0 1 
ll. CuOOt -01 
8 . 200 0 E-0 1 
B . 40 00f. - OL 
8. 6JOOE-O l 
t! . :lJOOE-0 1 
9 . O,J OCE - 0 1 
9 . z;;oo!:-o t 
9 · '• 1.~1.1CE - O L 
9. tr.lOOE -lH 
9 . S·.;t)CE -O t 









8. 0 625 E-Ol 
6. 6998E- Ol 
5. 439:JE- Ol 
lo.4 "1!2E -01 
3. 63l 9E -Ol 
2 . 9 '• !> 7 E- 0 1 
2.3 oq6E -Ol 
1 .9373E -01 
1. :.70SE-01 
t. 2130E- 01 
1. 0319 E-O l 
8.3 6 47E-02 
6.7 :Hl 3E - 02 
5.4960E-02 
4.4 5501:- 02 
3. r:, 112::-02 





----- --------~------------------------- - + 
~--------------------------------+ 
-----------------~---------+ · -·~ - . 
----------------------+ 
L•JJ :J..Jc-G c! 
i ·. 2o.:ri~-\j~ 
t.0 243E- 02 
s . ~ o 3oe- o 3 
6. 73~3E- 03 
5.t. 55:>E-03 
4.4 22 LE-OJ 
3. 5845E- Ol 
2. 90 5SE-03 
2 . 335 2E- 03 
1. 90') t E-O 3 
l.5 47St:-0 3 
l. 2S44E- 0.3 
l. OlbSE -03 
8. 241 7E- 0'• 


























6 . 6 SO~E -0'• + 
5. 1d 52E -04 t 
4 . 1 :·-"~E - 0 1o + 
3. 55:!0E -0'• + 
2 • ~ :i '• l t- 0 4 ... 
2. 331ilE -04 + 
t. 5_.S•JE -04 + 
1. 5 <h' E-0 4 + 
t' • .z.:. S lE-0'• + 
t. vJ ·J .k -04 + 
s.t so: - - o 5 + 
6 .. :>3 1 -05 + 
5 . ) ; '> -OS + 
4.3 "f - OS + 
J. ')Jl -OS + 
- ... : 
. .. -·· ... 
::: -~ -. : - -·~ ... ..... 

















&.O OO OE-02 
S.OOOOE -02 
l.OOOO E-01 
l. ZOOOE -01 
1.400 0 E-01, 
1.6000 E- 0 1 
l. BOOO E- 0 1 
2. 0000 E- Ol 
2.2 000E -01 
2.4 000E -01 
2. 60 0 0E -01 
z. soooE -01 
3.00 00 E-Ol 
3.2000E-Ol . 
3.4000E -Ol 
3. 60 00E- 0 1 
3. BO OOE -Ol 
4. 0000E -Ol 
' ~ ,.. ... ,... r ,.... ' 
--t .. .&:.. ... .. _, _ - · 
') "':::aE- C! 
4.6 000E - G1 
4. 8000E - Ol 
S.OOOOE - 0 1 
5. 20 0 0E - Ol 
5.4 000 E-0 1 
5.600 0 E- 0 1 
5.SO OOE -Ol 
6~0 00 0E-01 
6. 2 000 E-01 
6.4000E-01 
6 . 60GOE-01 
6. 8C OOE - Cl 
7.0000E - 0 1 
7. 2000 E-Ol 
. 7.4 000 E-Ol 
7. 6000E -01 
7. 800C E- Ol 
S.O OOU E- 01 
S.Z OOO E- 0 1 
8 .4000E-0 1 
8.600 0E-Ol 
8. 8 000E - Ol 
9 .0000E -Ol 
9.2 00CE-O l 
9.4 000 E- Ol 
9.6000E- Cl 




-6.9820 E 00 
. l . 
X2 VERSUS"TlHE HAXI~U M­
l.OOCOE 00 
I 
1.00 00E 00 
-5.719 9 E 00 
-6.'J 8 20E 00 
-6.50 14E 00 
-5. 57 2 6E 00 
-4.6259 E 00 
-3.7 8ddE 00 
-3.0852E 00 
-2.5058E 00 
-2. C' ' 30E 00 
-J r •<>b E 00 
-t. :, 366E 00 
-l. C8 35E 00 
-8. 7828E-Ol 
- 7.ll 93E -01 
-5.7 709E-Ol 
- 4 .6 777E -Ol 
- 3.7 9 1 7E -Ol 
-3.0735E -01 
-2.4 9l 3E-Ol 
-2 .0i94E -Ol 
- :. J .?!>'JE- 0: 
-1. 0755E -01 
- 8 .71 8 1E-02 
-7.0668E -02 
-5.7-zazE-oz 
-· 4. 64 32E-02 
-3.7 637E -02 
- 3.0 508E-02 
-2.47 29E- 02 
- 2. 0045 E-0 2 
- 1. 6,1 !,81: -0 2 
-1. 3 17l E-Ol 
-1 • .> 1'6t -02 
- 8 . 6 5 38E -03 
-7.01 4 6 E-03 
-5 . 6 859 E-OJ 
-4 . 6039F. -03 
-J. 73 59 E-03 
-3. 023 J E-Ol 
-l. '•54 7E -03 
-1. 959 TE-03 
-l. 61 28E -03 
-1~ 307JE -01 
-I .0 59 7E-OJ 
-tl. 5S99E -04 
-6. 9o2f! E-04 
. - 5 .64'·01>04 










---- -----------------------~---+ ---------------------------------+ 
-- - -- - ----------- -------------- - ~--~ { ' ------------------- -----------------+ 
--------------------------------------+ 




- - - ---------------~ -----------------------+ - ·- -- - - · - -.._ .. __ ..... _ ~ 
---- - - - - -- -- - - ·· - _ _ _ .. _ _ - .. _ _ . _ - --- .. - _ __ .. _ __ 1-
-------------------------------------------+· 
---------------- - ----------------~- --------+ 
-------------------------------------------+ 
- ------ ~-------- - -- --- ~ -- -------- ----------+ 
--- - -----------------------------~---------+ 
-------------------------------------------+ 
-------------------------------------------+ 
--- -- - --------------------- ~------ ---------+ 
----------- -----.:...- ------ ---r- ----- ---------+ 
-------------------------------------·-----+ 
----- ---------- - - --- --------------- --------~ 
- ----- - ------ -- ---------------------~ - -----+ 
------------------ -------------------------+ 
-- - - - ----------~ -- - -- - ---~----- - - - - - --- - - - -+ 
-------------------------------------------+ ----------------------------------- --------+ 
-------------------------------------------+ 
----------------- - ------~-----~---- -- - -----+ 
-------------------------------------------+ -------------------------------------------+ 
-- - -r------------ -- ---~----------- - ---~----+ 
-------------------------------------------+ 
----------~-------- - - - -- -~---- - -- - - --- ----- + 
- ------ ---------- - - -- ----- - ------ - - - ---- ~--+ 
-- -------------- ------------------ ---------+ 
------------------ -------------------------+ 





****CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRA~**** 




DYNAMIC _ _ 
Xl="INT GR L!ICl, X2l 
X2= INTGR U IC2,-l.64. B* Xl-24. 8*X2) 
TIMER FINTIK=I., CUTDEL=0.02, PPDEL=0.02 
PRTPLOT Xl -
LA BE L FIGURE 4-4 ~ODEL P O SI~ION RESPO NSE, P**2=1.0 
PRTPLOT X2 




OUTPUT VARIABLE SE CUE RCE 
ICl rcz Xl ZZ0003 X2 
OUTPUTS 
9(5001 
I NPUTS PARAMS INTEGS • ME~ BLKS FORTRAN DATA CDS 
13(1 400) 3(4001 2• 0= 2(300) 6(600) 6 








































6.6 000 E- Ol 
b. SO OO E-01 
7 . OOOOE -01 . 
7.2000E-Ol 








9.0 0 0 0 £-01 
9.2 0 00E-Ol 
9.4 00C E-Ol 
9.t-OOOE-Ol 
9, SOOOE-Ol 









9. 2 '>0 3E-Ol 
8.453 4 E-Ol 
7.5 0~ 9 E-Ol 
6.5 42 3E-Ol 
5.61f,9E-Ol 
4 . 7630E-Ol 
3.9'?68E-Ol 
3.3237E-Ol 
2. 7:.2 QE -Ol 
2. 2460 E-Ol 
1.8279E-01 
l.47 SB E-Ol 
l.l898E -Ol 
9.5229£- 02 
7. 584 4E-02 
6.0l20E-02 
4.7437£-02 
).72 6 1£-02 
2.9!39E-02 
2.2 687E -02 
·-..:.-----------------:----------------------------+ 
------------------------------~---------------~--+ ---------------------------------------------+ 
-------------~----------------------------· · -------------------------------------+ 
------------------~-------------+ 
----------------------------+ 







--+ _ .. 
-+ 
-+ 
• i, a :.c:-u£ ~ 
1~ 3::>b~r: -ti2 ~ 
1.042 3E-02 + 
7. 96 76E-03 + 
6.0608£ -03 + 
4. 58 64E-03 .. 
3.t. 514E-03 + 
2.5 819E -03 + 
!. 9190E -03 + 
l.41 6 1E- 03 + 
1.0366 E-03 + 
7. 519'JE- Oft + 
5. 3979E-04 + 
3 . 8266E -04 + 
2.67 20£- 04 + 
l. ll308E -04 + 
1. 223-JE-04 + 
7.9! G6E -OS + 
4.86; 9E-05 + 
2.7603E -05 + 
1.33 54E -05 • 
3.9869E -Ob + 
-l.9 Z:6E- 06 + 
-5:4234E-06 + 
-7. 2 74 3E-Ob + 
- S . 0255E- 06 + 
- S . Ooil lt-06 + 
-7.677lt:-o6 + 



























3.<.000E-O l · 
3.6000E-Ol 
3.8000E-Cl 
4•0 000 E-Ol 
lt. ~ OO O E- Cll 
4.4000E-Ol 
.. . oC OUl: - \,1 
4. ;:~o o oe - o l 
S. OOOOE-01 
5.200U E-Ol 




'6. 2000E-O 1 



























-·1. 98 4.9E 00 
-------------------------------------------------+ 
-.3. 7 000E 00 
-4. 5 532E 00 
-4.3374E 00 
-4.76 05E 00 
-4 .4675E 00 
-4.0583E 00 
-3.5 99 3E 00 
-3-13 3 7E 00 
- 2_ .6883E 00 . 
- 2 -27BOE 00 
-1.9105E 00 
-l .?o79 E DO 
-l .3li94 E 00 
-l ~.0 721E 00 
- 8~7222 t:- Ol 
-7 .0 540E-Ol 
·-5.6 73 5E-O! 
-4-539 7E-Ol 
-3 .b l ~ SE-O ! 
- 2. . SM3E-Ol 
.·-2.2594E-Ol . - - , .., _ ... . 
- ... ... i, _;. \.-u ~ 
- L. ;o -; £ L- Cl 
-!. 0 797E-OJ 
- &· ~ 3669 E-02 
-6 .. 4 54 4E-02 
-4. 9 562 E-02 
- 3 . 7877E-02 
-2. 8 80i; E-02 
-2 c l790E-02 
-l. 63 92E - 02 
-1.225 CI E-02 
-9. 1 066E-03 
-6.7170E-03 
- 4 . 9 146E-03 
·• 3 • 56 3 1 E- 0 3 
-2.555 BE- 03 
-l.Bl04 E-03 
-l.2626E -03 
· -B.o414E:_ 04 
-5.7669E-0 4 
-3.7183E-04 
-2.276 6 E-04 
- l. 2 8 ~t lE-04 
-6.1 2l!> E-05 
-1. 7l30E-05 
l. 0 601E-05 
2.6941E-05 










-------------------------· ---------------------------+ ------------------------------·+ 
---~----------------------------+ ---------------------------------+ -----------------------------------+ . -------------------------·----------"'-+ 
---------------~--------------------+ ------:------------ - -------;- - --- --------·· 
-------------·-----------------------+ 
--------------·--- ----------------------
__ _ _ :. __ ~ -- -.. - -- -- - - --- ··- -- -- ~ a------ - ---..-...r• • 










-----------------------------------------+ -----------------------------------------+ --------------------------------------·--+ 
-----------.----------------.-------------+ 
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••~~CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM**** 
* .. PROBL !E'M INPUT STATEME'lTSH* 
INITIAL 
ICl=l. OJ 
IC2=l •. Gl 
DYNAMIC 
Xl=INT.!i_;"l.{ l( IGl,_ X21 
X2=I NTX::SR L ( IC2, -51. 9* Xl-12.12*X21 
TlHER FINT! ~l- • OUTDEL=0.02, PR DEL=0.02 
PRTPLOT Xl 
LABEL FIGUR E-: -4-5 MODEL POSITION RESPONSE, .P**2=10.0 
PRTPLOT X2 
LA BEL HODEL ~£LOC!TY RESPO NSE, P•*2=10.0 
END 
STOP 
OUTPUT VARIABLE SEQU8NC E • 
lCl IC2 Xl d Z000 3 X2 
' OUTPUTS 
9(500: 
INPUTS ll>~R .t.MS INTEG$ + "\EM BLKS FORTRA N DATA ·COS 






r.~ ··. · 
I • 
- .- . 
II 
I 





















). 8 000~-01 
't. OOOUE -01 
4.2 COOE-Ol 
4.4 000E -Ol 
4. 60001: -01 








6.4 \JOOE -01 
6.6 0 00E-01 
&. SOOO E-01 
7 . • 0 0 00 E-O l 
7.2000!:- 01 
7.4 uOOE -01 
7. 6000E -01 
7.5 JOO t-01 
S.GOOOt-01 
3 .20 0UE-01 
S.4000E-Ol 
S . bO OOE-01 
a . sJ OuE-01 
~.O J Out-01 
<) .lvOOE-01 
9 ... uooE-u1 . 
9.6 UO OE-01 
~. ~CO OE-01 





Xl vERSUS TI"E MAXI~UM 
- l.OOelE 00 
I 
1 .-(1000£: 00 




S. ·bCI .H:-01 
S.2607E-01 
T . 6b46t -Ol" 
7. 0'i l OE- Ol 
6-.4 ? 47t-O.l 
S.. 9072E- O l 
5•. 3374t: -O l 
4,_ 7921 E-O l 
'f.-276\JE-01 
3 .• 7<J23E-Ol 
31.3<,29E -Ol 
Z.9257t-Ol 
2-S 49 6E -Ol 
2'.2055f.-01 
L. ~-~ 4 8E -01 
l.6l60 t -Ol 
I-36 15t-01 
l- l474E- Ol 
9 - S350 E-02 
7 ~ 38 1E-02 
b- 3t.2 1 t-02 
5-0868E-02 
3. -9924E -02 
3 ~ <D cv n -02 
2.2722 E-02 
. l. 6l2lt-02 
1. OD44E -02 
6.14 ~5 t-03 
2.5C 9 oE-03 
-3 -9-Z12 t -04 
-2 •. Mr3 2E-OJ 
_,, - 3'}::>9t-03 
-5.-6 7 .:. 7E-03 
-d-573 9E -03 
-1'-1 5:: -.t: -03 
-1.4 &5>:~ E -03 
-7·. 6C-3E-03 
-7. 5')-:"'7E -03 
~ -7. ~ !il .. Jt·iH 
-7"-1 032t -0 ) 
- 6. 762ut: ·03 
-6- ){>::,l}r.-0' 
-5 • .-. 3-'UL·OJ 
-s. ,, q:. ~ t -OJ 
- 5 .O•,· CE-0 3 
-4.5'i7 HC: -GJ 
·---------------------------~---------------------+ 
----------7·---------------------- - -------------~+ 
-------------------------------------------------+ 
------------------------------------------~-----+ 
-------- - -----~-------------------------------+ 
-------------------------------------------+ 
-----------------------------------------+ . ------.------------ ------------------=-- t 
------------------------~----------~ 
--------------------------------+ 
-----------------~-- - --------+ 














































HODEL VELOCITY JESPCNSE, P**Z=IO.O 
l I r~ E .A:Z 
;~I N I Mt.;,'l . 
-2.9d':i6 E 00 
. I 
xz VtF<SUS T lt1E 
PAGE 
MAX I /'.(J ,'-1 





6. 00 0(;E -U2 
o.G OO(;E -02 
l.O OOOE -01 
l.2 000c: -Ol 
l.4GO CC: -O! 
1. bUOc'E -0 I 
l. S000!: -01 





J. OO OOE -01 
3.2 000E-Ol 
3. 1t u0 Uc:'-Ol , 
3.6000 E-Ol 
3.8 00GE: -Ol 
4.0 COGE -Ol 
4 . 201) ( "- -'11 
4,4oor- -01 
4.6GOOE- Ol 
4.8 00C E-Ol 
5. 000CE - Ol 
S.ZOOOE- 01 
~ • 1,00 ~c: -O I 
5.6COOE -01 
S. cOOO E-01 
b.OO OOE-01 
l..OOOO E 00 
-1.4 t67<: -ot 
--------------~---~-----------------------~------· 
. o.2000 t-01 
o.400CE-Ol 
6.6 COOE -Gl 
o.!lO O"O E-01 . 
7,0000 E-Cl 
7.2000 E-Ol 
7.4 00CE -Ol 




d.4 00 C ~-Ol 
S.6J00~-Cl 





9.d Ql1 0E-Ol 
l.OiJOOE 00 
-I.03ocic .oo 
-i.71 9.k 0 0 
- 2 .2233E 00 
-2. 5 77 8 E 00 
-Z. i3 0137E 00 
-z.:uau: oo 
-Z. 9& 56t 00 
-2. 96 79f.. 0 0 
-2. 8994E 00 
-z. H23c oo 
-Z. 6'> 69 E 00 
-2.50 17 E 00 
-2..333 9C: oo 
-z.I S9]c oo 
-l.98Z 5E 00 
-1. 80 721: 00 
-1.636 SE 00 
-'-l.4724C: 00 
-1.3165E 00 
-1 . 169.:1: co 
-! . 03~ ': ~ 00 
--9. 0 72J E-Ol 
- 7. 9.1 50 E- 0 l 
-t>. 86 13E-Ol. 
-s.9oazc: -ot 
-5. 05 l':> E-Ol 
-4.2 863t -Ol 
-3. 6069 E- Ol 
-3.00 73 E-Ol 
:..z . 'tli l '>E -0 l 
-2. 02 3Z t: -Ol 
-1.6263 C:- Ol 
-l•2 8 4'"1 E- Ol 
-9. 9339C.:-02 
-7.4632 E-02 
-5.38 70E -02 
- L 65:l :)E_-02 
- 2 • 2 3 '• ~ t - 0 l 
-l.07o::> t; -OZ 
-l. '·764E-03 
5. d jqJ I'; -0 3 
l.l47 JE -02 
1. :)653~ -oz 
i . :;6-) dt -02 
2. 0 72 0 i: -02 
2 • l ·)l b F. - 0 2 
2.2468 E-02 
2 • l ., tWE - 0 2 





-----+ --· + 
+ 
+ 






------------------· · . . --------------------+ 
~- - - - -- -- --- -- ----- -- -~ 









--------------------- ---~--------+ · 
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----------------------------------+ 
----------------------- -~ ----------+ 
-----------------------------------+ 




--------------------~- -----~------ - --· 
----- ----~----------- - ----------~----· -------------------------------------· 
--------- - --------- ~ -- --- ----------r - ~ 
-------------------------------------· ------- :_ ___ --------- - _._- -------------· 
-------------------------------------+ 
------------------- - ------~------ - ---· 
---------------------------------~---· -------------------------------------· -------------------------------------+ 
\ 
, ··· --· ~ 
• 
47 
i) 6 • •***CO~TINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM**** 





Xl~IN eGRLilCl, X21 
"X2=-!N ';.GRLIIC2 ;- f6. 34=Xl-7 .16*X21 
TIMER Fl N TI ~; l., OUTOEL=0.02, PRUEL=0.02 
PRr"PLOT Xl 
LABEL FIGU KE 4-6 MO DEL POSITION RE-SPONSE·, P**2=100.0 
PRTPLOT X2 
LABEL MODEL ~ELOCITY RESPU~SE, P**Z=lOO.O 
END 
STOP 
OUTPUT VARIABLE SECU E ~ CE 
ICl IC2 Xl L ZOOOJ X.2 
·ouTPul s 
91500 ) 
INPUTS PA RAMS INTE GS + ME M BLKS FORTRAN DATA ·COS 















t.6 0 00 E-01 
2.0000E-Ol 









4. u ... v uc- Ul 
4.2 v00 E:- ci 
4.4 0 00E-01 




5.4 0 00E-01 
5.6\.lO OE-01 
5.8000E-01 




6.8 0 00f:-Ol 
.7.0 0 00E-Ol 
7.2000E-01 
7.4000E - 01 
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O~TIMIZATION ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLE 
POSITION CONTROL SYSTEM 
ABSTRACT 
One of the problem areas of modern optimal control theory is 
the definition of suitable performance indices. 
This thesis demonstrates a rational method of establishing a 
quadratic performanc~ index derived from a desired system model. 
Specifically,_ a first ord~r model is used to provide a quadratic. 
performance index for which a second order system is optimized. Ex-
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